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Dear Editor,
Recently, with great interest we read the review article
by Zeraati et al. entitled “A review article: access recirculation among end stage renal disease patients undergoing maintenance hemodialysis” in your most valuable
journal (1). The author summarized some of observations
about causes and clinical significance of arteriovenous
(AV) fistula recirculation, techniques for accurate assessment and main source of pitfall in calculation of access
recirculation (AR) (1). Hemodialysis AR occurs when the
blood urea concentration in arterial line is lower than
that of systemic circulation, indicating that dialyzed
blood returning through the venous needle reenters the
HD machine through the arterial needle (2).
It is well established that periodic assessment of AR and
early detection and treatment of this problem has an
important effect in better management of hemodialysis
(HD) patients (3-5).
High degrees of AR reduce solute concentration gradients across the dialysis membrane during HD by mixing dialyzed blood with undialyzed blood and reduce
the effective clearance of urea and adequacy of HD.
Therefore, presence of AR among HD patients leads to
significant inadequate dialysis in long-term, which is
an important contributor to morbidity and mortality
among these patients (6-11). It is also suggested that
high degree of AR is one of the surrogate markers of
AV fistula inflow problems and periodic assessment of
AR can be used as a screening tool for early detection
of this problem, which improves long-term AV fistula
patency rates (12).
However, it seems that periodic assessment of AR is a neglected issue and most HD centers do not measure AR in
HD patients (4).
The most common cause of AR is the presence of stenosis in venous side of the AV fistula, which restricts dialyzed blood venous outflow and the other common cause

of AR is inadequate arterial blood flow rate because of AV
fistula problems (3, 12).
Improper needle placement by HD staff which is due
to lack of familiarity with the access anatomy is another
cause of backflow or AV fistula recirculation and therefore HD staff have to be educated about the role of close
proximity and improper arterial and venous needles
placement (13).
An access diagram should be obtained from the surgeon who constructed the AV fistula for appropriate
placement of arterial and venous needles by HD staff. The
access anatomy can be determined by temporarily occluding the mid portion of AV fistula. After occluding the
mid portion of AV fistula, the portion retaining a pulse is
the arterial side and the other portion is the venous side
of access (3, 12).
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